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Subtopics: 

1. Effects of RESs on climate control. 

2. Challenges in integration of RESs into existing grid. 

3. Control (DC-DC/DC-AC/Synchronization) techniques for microgrid system. 

4. Application of soft computing in non-linear systems. 

5. Application of adaptive control techniques for fastest and balanced modern power 

systems. 

6. Application of optimal and adaptive control techniques in non-linear systems. 

7. Power quality aspect towards microgrid system.  

8. Improvement of power quality. 

9. Role of reliability aspect in microgrid. 

10. Reliability assessment of microgrid systems either at load level or system level. 

11. Reliability assessment of hot and cold standby microgrid system. 

12. Reliability assessment of IEEE based microgrid systems. 

13. Application of conventional/intelligent reliability assessment techniques. 
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Dr. Moushumi Patowary, received the bachelor degree in electrical engineering from Jorhat 

Engineering College, Jorhat, Assam, India in 2005, master degree in power systems from 

Assam Engineering College, Guwahati, Assam in 2012 and a Ph.D. degree in electrical 

engineering from National Institute of Technology Meghalaya, (NIT Meghalaya) Shillong, 

India, in 2018. She has possessed over 12 years of experience in an inter-disciplinary field of 

academics and industries. During her industry exposures, she worked as a GET in TATA 

Motors, Pune, India and as an Expert Support Consultant in SAP Labs India Pvt. Ltd, 

Bangalore, India. In academics, her research interest entail distributed generation, modelling 

and control of microgrid systems, power quality assessment, microgrid reliability evaluation, 

artificial intelligence (AI) techniques, power electronics (PE) based power systems. She has 

published research articles in many SCI and Web of Science International Journals such as 

IEEE, IET, Elsevier, Sage, Springer, Wiley etc. She is also a reviewer for many reputed 

international journals such as IET-GTD, IET-RPG, Elsevier-ISA and many IEEE 
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